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Sieg: On Certain Elastic Properties of Drawn Tungsten Wires

ON CERTAIN ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF DRAWN
TUNGSTEN WIRES.
L. P. SIEG.

The Wires.-The wires used in these experiments were furnished through the kindness of Dr. A. G. Worthing of the Nela
Laboratory of the General Electric Company, of Cleveland,
Ohio. There were five specimens from each of two different sets
of wires. Thus each group of five wires wa<: drawn from the
same original swaging. The wires range in radius from .002397
ems. to .02584 ems. Tungsten is very hard a11d brittle, and can
be drawn only by experts. The tungsten has previously to
be made very frea from impurities, and then worked and swaged
into a rough wire. This is then drawn clown while reel hot
through holes drilled in diamonds. Even after this apparently
successful treatment, the wires show a tendency to fray and
split when clamped. Thus their structure is far from uniform
and homogeneous.
The Apparafos.-The wires were used as suspensions of torsion
pendulums, and the relations among :period, amplitude, moment
of inertia, radius of wire, etc., were determined. The coefficient
of rigidity and the logarithmic decrement also were determined.
The details of the apparatus, and the method of timing have
previously been reported. 1
Relation Betu·cpn Period and Arnplitude.--These wires were
found to deviate from substanres that obey Hcoke 's r~aw in that
the period was found to vary with the amplitude. In fig1ire 28
is shown the relation between these for a t'ypical experiment.
In the experiment represented by this curve the length of the
wire was 25 cm., and its radius .0051 cm. The greatest amplitude chosen is seen to be only about 16° per cm. of length of
the wire, and for so fine a wire this is not an excessive twist. In
fact no appreciable shift of the zero took pla~e. Further it was
shown by separate experiments that the restoring torque was
proportional to the torsion, even beyond the twist employed. So
here is a case where Hooke's Law holds statically, and yet kinetically there is a wide departure from it. The change in period
'Iowa Acad. Science, Proc. XVII, p. 185; XVIII, p. 115; XIX, p. 189.
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over this amplitude was 7.6 per eent. 'l'he case illustrated shows
the greatest deviation in period of all the wires. 'l'hc range in
this variation among all the wires experimented \Yith was from
0.5 to 7 .6 per cent.
Coeff'icie11t of Simple Hiyidity.-There arc at least two ways
cf determining the rigidity of such wires; by a kinetic, and by
a static rncthod. In the former if one knows the kngth and
radius of the wire, the moment of inertia of the c;uspended system,
and its period of vibration, he can readily calculatr n, the eoefficient of simple rigidity, by a well kmnrn formula. The dif-
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fieulty arises here that one is at a loss what period of vibration to
choose. Since in the experiment with the -.,·ire illustrated in
figure 28, the period varied by 7.6 per cent, ;•ncl since the value
of n depends upon the sqnare of the pcric(l, it is seen that the
range in the value for n will be approximately 15 per cent.
'l'here is no good rea-;on for using any one Clf the valnPs of the
period over any other one, hut in order to be consistent the
smallest values \\·ere uniformly used.
In the static method thn torsional couple ,.>xcrted by the wire
was balanrecl by the bending of two gla1>s fibers, which had previously hren calihrat<'cl. The value,s of n determined statically
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will not be discussed except to state that they are uniformly
smaller than the values determined kinetically, when the periods
corresponding to the smaller amplitudes were used.
In some previcus experiments, which were reported to the
American Physical Society," with specimen<.: of wire picked up
at random, it wa.;; found that there 'ieemed to be no regular relations between the coeffo:ient of rigidity and the rarlius of the
wire. In these present experiments, however, a distinct variation in n was fonnd, the ·wires of ~miallcst di:m1eter having the
largest values for n. 'l'he results for the two batches of wire
~
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are shown in figure 29. It is to be noted that the wires from
the two lots are different in that those of one set arc uniformly
more rigid than 1he others, but that in any one set there is a
general tendency for n to increase as the ratlius of the wire decreases.
It is of interest to note the large values of n for these tungsten
wires. For steel n is about 8.0xlD 11 dynes per cm2 , and so it is
seen that the rigidity of certain of these trnigstcn wires is over
100 per cent greater than the most riµ;id icnbstance hitherto
known.
2

Pllys. Rev. IX, p. 337, 1917.
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Fat·igue.-One short set of experiments was made to test the
effect of fatigue on the value of n. A small effect was found,
and in the usual direction, that excessive vibrations lower the
rigidity, which may be recovered by permitting the wire to rest.
'fable I will make this point clear. This result is just opposite
from that found for platinum-iridium wires by the author. 3
With such wires the effect of continued vibrntions was to raise
n, and the effect of rest was to lower its value.
TABLE I.
EFFECTS OF FA TIGUE.
Tn

To

"n" (from Tn)

Remarks

------~--

6.778
6.796
6.791
6.815
·---·-·--·---

6.670
6.686
6.678
6.704
-

--~---

11.28x1011
11.23
"
11.26
11.17

I

1J<'rom rei;t
Vib. 30 min.
Rrstcd over night
Vib. 60 min.

------------------

In Gencral.-It may seem that the range i 1 ~ the values for n
for a given pure ::mbstance like tungsten is CX''.Cssive, but further
consideration will make it appear a matter that should cause
small surprise. Elastic constants are no doulit complieated funetions of the treatment and history of the wires C'Onsidered, henee
depend on their crystalline structure, and not primarily upon
their .chemical constitution. It is easily understandable that great
stresses are involved in the drawing of thes·e 1drrs-sndden heating and cooling·, for example-and no doubt Hrn surface is in a
state of different crystal aggregation than is the interior. For
the few "·ires experimented with, eountiug' tlw ones u~ecl in the.
preliminary investigations, the range in value for n has been
from 9.49 to 16.2x1011 rlynes per .ern. 2 , or a variation of 71 per
cent. EvPn ct greater range might have be~Ti found ha(l more
speeimens of wire been at hand. This is not greater than some
values for other suhstances which I have selected from vVinckelmann 's Handbueh d. Physik and incorporated in 'rable II.
There is no such thing as a definite coefficient of rigidity accompanying a definite chemical composition. Its value depends
more, in fact, 11pon the manner of drawing, and the recent his3

Phys. Rev. 31, r. 421, 1910; Proc. Iowa Acad. Science, XVIII, p. 115, l91l.
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TABLE II.
PER CENTc RANGE 'IN VALUES FOR "n" IN VARIOUS METALS.
FROM WINCKELMANN.

44
48

Al
Pb
Cd

139

Fe

16

Au

58

Cu
Mg
Ni
Pt
Ag

Per Cent

Metal

33

Bi
Zn
Sn

45
22
0.6
20

w

Per Cent

11

140
13
16

tory of the vvire, than on the composition. 'I'he proper way to
study these substances, if we are hoping to get results of value
in the theory of the constitution of matter, is to work with individual crystals. In that case definite results ought always to
be had. This work is now being prosecuted !n this laboratory.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation of the assistance
rendered by .Mr. William Schriever, who determined with great
care the radii of all the wires used. Since the radius enters to
the fourth power in determining n, it is ~een that great care
must lie exerted to measure r.
Thanks are dso due to Dr. A.
G. vVorthing of the Kela Laboratory, of Cleveland, Ohio, for
'providing the wires.
DEPARTMEJ'\T OF PHYSICS,
THE STATE UNIVERSITY.
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